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We make children’s dreams come true

‘To me, that has always been the most important thing.
Reading is important and reading is good for the development –
but it’s also pure fun. That’s why our books for first readers aren’t based
on specific teaching methods, but on reading pleasure.
Clavis’ concept books make children dream, imagine … and enjoy.
Reading is fun, and learning to read too.’
- Publisher Kristien Werck
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Learning to read is fun!
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Clavis Read Aloud |

5 YEARS AND UP

5 YEARS AND UP

LITTLE ANIMALS IN THE BATHTUB

| Clavis Read Aloud

HALLOWEEN WITH LITTLE DOG DOUGHNUT
Also about Little Dog Doughnut

READ ALOUD

• Collection of 30 cheerful readaloud stories about recognizable
situations, for 5+
• With many colorful illustrations
Little Dog Doughnut
6000 words

Little Dog Doughnut
Celebrates Christmas
7400 words

• Third funny and heartwarming title about Little Dog
Doughnut and his family, for animal lovers of 5+
• With full-color illustrations

Quack! Sil and Senna are playing at the small pond behind their house. They
catch water animals with their fishing net. And – hop! – Senna catches a very
big frog. It’s a beautiful frog, with green stripes on its back. Mom will surely
want to see it too … but frogs live in the water. Fortunately, Sil and Senna
realize they can make a mini pond at home too. In the bathtub! Mom and
Dad will love that, right?

By Bettina IJzendoorn and Esther Miskotte
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: friendship, daily life
96 pages
21.700 words

Ghosts in the garden, werewolves in your dreams and witches and vampires
in the street? It’s Halloween! Basil loves getting scared, but sometimes it
gets a little too scary. Luckily, he always has his little dog with him. And
dachshund Doughnut is never ever scared, of no one.

By Ilse De Keyzer and Ina Hallemans
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: pets, Halloween
48 pages

READ ALOUD
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Clavis Read Aloud |

5 YEARS AND UP

5 YEARS AND UP

THE LITTLE GIRL CALLED CHARLES

New
Talent

| Clavis Read Aloud

ARNO WANTS TO BE A BROTHER

Discovered by

• Collection of 30 recognizable,
cheerful and fast read-aloud
stories about daily life, for
boys and girls of 5+
• Filled with full-color illustrations

READ ALOUD

Charles is a girl with a boy’s name. She embraces
life cheerfully and full of wonder. Together with her
best friend Klaas she plays a lot and talks even
more. About small, everyday things, but also about
big feelings. Sometimes they argue, but that never
lasts long.

New
Talent

Discovered by

• Short and fun story to read aloud
about wanting a little brother, for 5+
• Very subtly touches on the issue of
low-income households
• With many colorful illustrations

By Nathalie Depoorter and Anne Schneider
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: friendship, daily life
48 pages
6500 words

READ ALOUD

Arno really wants a baby brother. He would name him Sebastian and they
would play together and sleep in a bunk bed! But Arno doesn’t have a
baby brother. Maybe his little cousin Ad is the solution to that problem?

By Kiek Manasse and Marieke ten Berge
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: family, siblings
40 pages
4000 words
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Clavis Read Aloud

| 5 YEARS AND UP

LITTLE ROSIE NAUGHTIER THAN EVER
• Second volume of hilarious short stories about little
Rosie, the naughtiest girl in the world, for 5+
• With many colorful illustrations and fun typography
• Little Rosie was inspired by the author’s own
kids – read her story on the right!

n
into Germa
Translated
rian!
and Hunga
Also about little Rosie

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
One night – a long time ago – I invented little
Rosie as a short and funny bedtime story for
my children. After that night, they wanted me
to tell them a new naughty adventure of little
Rosie every single night. This tradition went on
for years and years; my children just couldn’t
get enough of this free-spirited little girl. Little
Rosie stole their hearts – and mine too.
I hope Little Rosie will touch something in all
children, deep inside – a glimpse of inner freedom, perhaps?

Miriam

Little Rosie. The Naughtiest
Girl in the World

14.400 words

Little Rosie is the naughtiest child in the Whole Wide World. But she is also free,
wild and wonderful. She creates a dream house with a jungle in the bathroom
and a sparkling waterfall. Perhaps she could use a crocodile too, to frighten
Diederik, the dullest child in the world. Thanks to her famous Scream, little
Rosie always gets what she wants.

By Miriam Borgermans and Monique van den Hout
Hardback
195 x 254 mm
5 years and up
Theme: mischief, humor
176 pages
15.200 words
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Clavis Early Readers

| 6 YEARS AND UP

6 YEARS AND UP

LEARN TO READ WITH CHICKEN, MOUSE AND MOLE
• Second fast-selling story about an unusual but
very strong friendship, to read alone or to read
together in different levels, for 6+

|

Clavis Early Readers

LEARN TO READ WITH RAVEN AND PARROT.
TO THE LAND OF THE RISING SUN

• With many useful tips and tricks to learn to read
• Filled with full-color illustrations

• The fifth adventurous story about Raven
and Parrot to read alone or to read
together in three levels, for 6+

Mouse invites Chicken and Mole to walk home with him.
He’s excited to have visitors for once. He thought he knew
his way home, but soon the three friends get lost. On top
of that, Mole is having a hard time: he prefers to travel
underground. Can the three friends find their way together?

• Filled with interesting facts about nature
• With beautiful full-color illustrations

First title in the series

LEARN TO READ
By David Vlietstra and Renske de Kinkelder
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
6 years and up
Theme: friendship
64 pages
6000 words

Learn to read with Chicken and Mouse
4600 words
First print run sold out in only three months!

LEARN TO READ

Raven and Parrot are going on another adventure! This time they’re traveling
to Japan. The land of the rising sun. And the land of the sleeping volcano
Fuji. Parrot is really excited for the journey, but he also has a feeling that
something’s about to happen. When he feels a rumbling, he is afraid that
Fuji is about to erupt . . .

By Li Lefébure and Jenny Bakker
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
6 years and up
Theme: animals, traveling the world, Japan
32 pages
1900 words
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Clavis Early Readers

| 7 YEARS AND UP

TALENTS EVERYWHERE

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
LEARN TO READ

• A fun adventure to learn to read and to read together
about a book loving school teacher and his enthusiastic
students, for 7+
• With full-color illustrations
• In cooperation with educational publisher Plantyn.
Read about our cooperation in publisher Kristien’s
story on the right
Emma, Rania and Sam get a new teacher at the beginning
of the school year. Wim is amazing, because he really likes
books and reading aloud. But when he breaks his leg, the
school has to find a replacement. Miss Nellie is fun too, but
she doesn’t bring any new books to the books’ corner, like
Wim did. The children think of something to fix that. Everyone
helps, using their own talent. There are talents everywhere!
By Emy Geyskens,
Stef Van Malderen
and Juliette De Wit
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
7 years and up
Theme: talents, school
40 pages
4100 words

What happens when the best storytellers and the
best teachers make a book together? Talents
everywhere is the result of a unique collaboration
between Clavis Publishing and Plantyn: the
first a publishing house specialized in stories,
the second a publishing house specialized in
education. You can feel that every detail of this
book is specifically designed to encourage
more and better reading: from the small
adventure that perfectly fits the child’s world
to the simple language that perfectly fits the
child’s development. Everyone will want to read
this title. That’s what happens when the best
storytellers and the best teachers make a book
together.
Publisher Kristien

Clavis Early Readers

| 7 YEARS AND UP

9 YEARS AND UP

KIEF THE GOAL THIEF. CHAMPION’S GAME

|

Clavis Middle Grade

SOCCER HEROES. BETWEEN THE LINES

• 15th title in the successful soccer series for
early readers of 7+

• 19th (and penultimate) book in this landmark soccer series: make sure to be part
of the big finale!

• With black-and-white illustrations

• Over 150.000 copies sold and translated
into Spanish, Portuguese, Persian and
Norwegian

• German, Spanish, Greek, Danish and
Arabic rights sold!

Saturday is the decisive champion’s game against the Falcons. Joeri and
Daan are really nervous. But when they find a golden watch that appears to be
stolen, the two soccer players are suspected of theft and might be excluded
from the game. Daan and Remy try their best to find the real thief. It’s a race
against the clock, and a dangerous one too . . .

G O A LT H I

By Gerard van Gemert and Mark Janssen
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
7 years and up
Theme: soccer, friendship, championship
64 pages

OC

Stijn and Storm are selected for the national team and they are going
to the World Cup! But someone in their team is leaking half-truths to the
press. Everyone is accusing each other and right before the semifinals
against Germany star player Bert Pringel is the main suspect. Stijn and
Storm believe Bert is innocent and want to uncover the truth. With that
they risk to lose their own spot in the national selection and maybe even
ruin their soccer careers.

By Gerard van Gemert and Mark Janssen
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: soccer, World Cup
152 pages
33.700 words
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• With black-and-white illustrations by
Mark Janssen
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Clavis Middle Grade

| 8 YEARS AND UP

ONLY THE MOON IS FAR ENOUGH

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

• A sensitive prose poem about finding yourself and finding
others, for 8+
• About an adopted child wanting to belong and trying to find
her place in the world, with a positive and hopeful ending
• With full-color illustrations full of atmosphere

I look nothing like my dad. That’s because Dad is not my real dad,
says Mia. But it’s more than that. We are just not right for each other.
I have to look for a different place to stay. Somewhere that fits better.
Maybe I’ll go to the moon. Then I’ll be a moon child.
By Jeroen Serruys and Jenny Bakker
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
8 years and up
Theme: adoption, finding yourself, family
72 pages
5900 words

Also by Jeroen Serruys

King Kong
4000 woorden

Only the Moon Is Far Enough is the story of a girl
who was adopted and grows up at her dad’s.
One day, she decides to go looking for a place
where she feels more at home. Because she
and her dad don’t look alike.
Ten years ago I adopted a little girl by myself. In
my search for stories about adoption, I couldn’t
find any stories with which we could identify. So
I decided to write my own story. At the same
time I wanted to write a story in which everyone
would recognize themselves. Only the Moon Is
Far Enough is a story about finding your place.
About looking for what it means to love someone.

Jeroen
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Clavis Middle Grade

| 8 YEARS AND UP

THE BIG BOOK OF GOOD MANNERS
• A hilarious book about etiquette that shows
you how it is done (and how it isn’t), for
decent little ladies and gentlemen of 8+
• Filled with humor and funny full-color
illustrations

Good behavior isn’t as easy as it sounds. Fortunately there’s The Big Book of
Good Manners, so everyone can behave perfectly at the table, at school and
around town. And kids might even be able to teach their parents a thing or two!

By Nathalie Depoorter and Marianne van der Walle
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
8 years and up
Theme: etiquette, manners, humor
114 pages
9000 words

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
Until recently, dinner wasn’t exactly the most
relaxing time of day in our household. Our sevenyear-old daughter refused to eat any food she
didn’t know; which led to endless discussions
and sometimes a little drama. And on top of that,
my husband kept insisting on good manners.
Knowing how to behave well in all circumstances
is a great asset in life, he used to state. True.
But what does “good behavior” mean to you?
Frankly, the two of us didn’t always agree, which
led to even more discussions. And drama.
At some point, I decided to inform myself
thoroughly on the matter. I explored the web,
read slightly outdated etiquette books, consulted
other parents and observed a lot of good and not
so good manners. It resulted in this instructive
and comprehensive manual on good behavior
– to please the parents. At the same time, The
Big Book of Good Manners offers children a fun
insight into the complicated world of grown-ups,
with its many strange rules and conventions.

		

Nathalie
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Clavis Middle Grade

| 8 YEARS AND UP

9 YEARS AND UP

THE ANTI-BULLY-PLAN

|

Clavis Middle Grade

HEAD OVER HEELS TO BOLDERHOF

• An inspiring book about bullying and friendship,
for little heroes of 8+

By the same duo

• In cooperation with Child Focus, Belgian
Foundation for Missing and Sexually Exploited
Children
• Incorporates many insights and hands-on
information on what really works against bullying
• With black-and-white illustrations
Super!
6500 words

Eureka
10.300 words

Oblivion Soup
10.200 words

• A new adventure about best friends Felix
and Charlotte, for language lovers of 9+
• Funny and exciting story about being
inventive, finding a way to escape
unwanted situations and about
hilarious communication problems
• With black-and-white illustrations

Enough is enough! At Alena’s school there’s some teasing from time to time,
like in every school. But Mike is being bullied all the time. Maybe because
his father is out of a job? Alena and her best friends, Polak and Paulien, won’t
leave it at that. They form a team against bullying and sign an Anti-Bully-Pact.
Together they come up with a plan to really scare the bullies!

By Emy Geyskens and Conz
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
8 years and up
Theme: bullying, friendship
80 pages

What bad luck! Charlotte and Felix can’t really relax this vacation, since they
have to go on a summer camp, to learn French. Of course Felix came up
with a plan to escape this, eh . . . misère. But then he has to convince his
friend to lie just a little bit . . . And maybe that’s not so easy for Charlotte?

By Ingrid Vandekerckhove and Hiky Helmantel
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: holiday, language camp
168 pages
25.500 words
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Clavis Middle Grade

| 9 YEARS AND UP

STINKING RICH

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
• Inclusive and funny title with philosophical questions
about wealth and happiness, for 9+
• Author Fabien van der Ham is specialized in philosophy
for children. Read her story on the right!
• With black-and-white illustrations

Donovan is stinking rich. That’s what his classmates say.
Donovan is embarrassed by it. The expression already says
it: being rich stinks. He would rather be ordinary. Like all the
other children. But how does he get rid of the fancy car, the
villa, the boat and all the other stuff? When a mysterious thief
appears in the village, he comes up with an idea. A plan that
will make him normal. Unfortunately, most plans usually don’t
go according to plan.
By Fabien van der Ham and Wilma van den Bosch
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: happiness,
wealth, philosophy
168 pages
33.000 words

I have three children, so at the dinner table it can
sometimes get a little loud. One day, I asked a
philosophical question during dinner and suddenly everyone was quiet. The children started
thinking and listened to each other’s ideas. I
needed to do this more often! I started looking for flashcards with philosophical questions
on the internet, but couldn’t find any. Instead,
I found a course to discuss philosophy with
children. I subscribed and now I go to primary
schools every week to philosophize.
And those flashcards with philosophical questions I was looking for before? I made them myself. I called them “Tickle Talks” and more than
20.000 have been sold worldwide, from Japan
to Australia. As I developed more materials to
philosophize with children, I started wondering
about happiness. When you read what philosophers have written about the subject, money is
often an issue: does it make you happy or not?
That’s how the idea for Stinking Rich was born.

Fabien
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Clavis Middle Grade

| 9 YEARS AND UP

9 YEARS AND UP

GRANDPA’S NOTEBOOK OF EXPERIMENTS

|

Clavis Middle Grade

DRAGON FIRE

Also by Folkert Oldersma

• A fiery adventure story about parallel universes, for dragon hunters of 9+
• Learn everything there is to know about
dragons and become an expert in
Dragonology!
Work to Do
13.600 words

Full of Fire
13.600 words

• An exciting story about science, family, hearing
problems, experiments and passion, for 9+
• With scientific experiments to try at home!
• With black and white illustrations

Aika is going to spend the night at Grandpa’s. Her mother and Grandpa
aren’t very close, so Aika doesn’t know what to expect. Aika is swept away
by her grandfather’s passion for science and technology. With the help of
Charles, the boy next door, who is hard of hearing, she decides to mend the
relationship between Mom and Grandpa. But first, they have to find out who
broke into Grandpa’s workplace.

By Folkert Oldersma and Chris Vosters
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: family, science, hearing problems
136 pages
22.500 words

Dragon-loving Reinout and Yorna meet a professor of Dragonology. Thanks
to this strange man they end up in an exciting parallel universe filled with
dragons. They become friends with the little blue dragon Garold, and
help him with his battle against the tyrant Ravenick and his fire-spitting
followers. Are Yorna and Reinout up for this challenge?

By Folkert Oldersma and Joachim Sneyers
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: adventure, dragons, parallel universe
152 pages
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| 10 YEARS AND UP

12 YEARS AND UP

SOPHIE AND THE DRAGON TEARS

New
Talent

|

Clavis Young Adult  

DROWNED

ISLAND
SECRETS

Discovered by

Also in this series

• A funny and exciting story about a girl
who wants to get attention and a little
dragon with special talents, for 10+

Paralyzed
46.000 words

Missing
48.000 words

Suspicious
46.000 words

• The nerve-wrecking fourth title in the youth
thriller series Island Secrets, for 12+
• Huge bestseller: the first titles in the series
have been reprinted multiple times
• By Gerard van Gemert, author of the bestselling sports series Kief the Goal Thief and
The Soccer Heroes

Screaming really loud. That’s the only way twelve-year-old Sophie can get
her parents’ attention. Until she accidentally screams so loud the windows
of a restaurant burst and the police throw her in jail. Is Sophie a wunderkind
or a danger to society? Everyone wants to know and strange scientists from
all over the world came to do all sorts of strange experiments on her. Luckily,
she gets help from a little dragon . . .

By Gemma Geurts and Chantal Peten
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
10 years and up
Theme: dragons, fantasy, friendship
184 pages
38.000 words

Roan receives a WhatsApp message from a boy who claims that he’s his
twin brother Dylan. But that’s impossible, because Dylan drowned seven
years ago. But the boy sends him all sorts of facts that only his twin brother
could know. Did Dylan really drown? Is the story everyone told him even
true? Roan realizes that he can’t trust anyone and starts looking for the
truth. But with his investigation he opens a can of worms.

By Gerard van Gemert
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
12 years and up
Theme: thriller, mystery, drowning, twins
176 pages
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| 14 YEARS AND UP

LOST WORDS

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

• An exciting search through Paris about history,
secrets and kidnapping, for young adults
• ‘The Da Vinci Code’ for young readers
• Read about the author’s love for the City of
Light in her story behind the story

Sixteen-year-old Joost is going to stay with his father for a week,
a historian at the University of Paris. But his father is not waiting
for him at the station. When Joost finds his father’s briefcase in
the subway, he knows something is wrong. Joost’s father made
an important discovery about the famous encyclopedia of Diderot
right before his disappearance. Who knew about that? And what
happened to his father?
By Monique de Heide
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
14 years and up
Theme: history, friendship, Paris
272 pages
85.000 words

I lost my heart to Paris when studying political
science. Ever since then, I have returned many
times, most recently with my family. To convey
my love for the City of Light to my teenage son
and daughter, I told them thrilling stories about
the famous monuments and iconic places. They
loved them very much and encouraged me to
write this book.
The result is a detective story situated in present
Paris, but based on famous personalities and
events from the Enlightenment period, leading
to the French Revolution. This period of history
and adolescence share an important feature:
they are both times when people start to think
for themselves instead of simply accepting the
opinion of the establishment.

Monique
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| 14 YEARS AND UP

15 YEARS AND UP

New
Talent

GUTS

|

Clavis Young Adult  

IN LOVE. DO YOU WANT TO READ MY DIARY?

Discovered by

• A fast-paced and tense debut about identity, friendship … and organ trafficking, for
young adults
• Solving a mystery with modern technology
and traditional adventure

• A passionate plea for radical honesty in the shape of a diary
of a teenage girl, for young adults
• Filled with real and touching feelings about life as it is
• What would happen if you share everything with everyone?

Guts wakes up in a hospital. He can’t remember who he is or how he got
there. But he does know he has guts, so that’s the name he uses for now.
Can he trust that doctor? And is that woman really his mother? Guts tries to
find answers and discovers something that makes him want to escape from
the hospital. On the street he runs into Ilse. She is looking for a friend who
disappeared. Will Guts and Ilse find out what is really happening behind
those hospital walls?

By Erna Barth
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
14 years and up
Theme: organ trafficking, street children
144 pages
37.500 words

Dear diary. I’m so glad you are here. You are a real support to me. What
would I do without you? You help me. To put my feelings into words. To
disentangle the chaos in my head. To understand Levi and Bram. That
is why I’m going to read and reread now. I’m going to read like I read my
math exercises: examining, analyzing. Maybe I can really get to know
myself this way.

By Jean-Philippe Rieu
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
15 years and up
Theme: diary, emotions, trust
104 pages
13.700 words
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| 15 YEARS AND UP

15 YEARS AND UP

New
Talent

THE LAST DANCE

Discovered by

• A hair-raising debut novel by 21-year-old Bes Ceyssens about following
your passion and going to extremes, for young adults

BREAK A LEG

Young Adult
bestsellers!

|

Clavis Young Adult  

the movie
Option on ld!
rights so

By the same author

• The ghost of a dead ballerina haunts and takes possession of the body
of a gifted young ballet dancer
• A convincing story about how the past can make itself felt in the present

Truth or Dance
66.500 words
Reprinted after two months!

Fatal Game
62.300 words

• Second title in a thrilling trilogy about dance,
friendship and social media, for young adults
• About the dark sides of the ballet world, written by a prolific book vlogger who once was
a ballerina herself!

Eighteen-year-old Freyde wants to become a professional ballerina. She lives
for dancing. But then Freyde starts to have nightmares and every time she
dances, it feels as if someone is taking over her body. Freyde goes looking
for the truth and discovers that she is possessed by Rosalind Valance, a
famous dead dancer . . . How will Freyde regain control over her own life?

By Bes Ceyssens
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
15 years and up
Theme: ballet, passion, paranormality
208 pages
51.400 words

This year everything was going to be different. India got in to the dance
conservatory, but things don’t go as planned. Through the chat group
Truth or Dance, an anonymous stalker sends her and her friends new
assignments – even more dangerous than before and with even worse
consequences if they don’t obey. The girls live for ballet, but are they
ready for a dance of death?

By Chinouk Thijssen
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
15 years and up
Theme: ballet, thriller
280 pages
63.400 words
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| 15 YEARS AND UP

15 YEARS AND UP

MY HERO THE HITMAN

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
By the same author

Murder and that
Sort of Thing
33.000

Clavis Young Adult  

Young Adult
bestsellers!

Other titles by Kaat De Kock

Rat
40.100 words

Checklist
28.900 words

Stronger
Than You
37.800 words

Selfie

31.900 words
Sold to Korea,
Russia and

Chemistry
31.500 words

I’ll Be Fine
32.500 words

Ukraine!

• A tough (yet funny) story about a gangster,
a young girl who lost her way and an unexpected
friendship, for young adults
• The author skillfully catches the readers’ attention in
a sharp, cutting, sarcastic and contemporary way

Leo meets Rose the day he escaped from prison. Rose has just run away
from her foster parents’ home. To her, life is no bed of … well, roses. The old
gangster offers her a place to stay, hoping she’ll soon realize she is better
off at her foster parents’ house. He knows she will go back eventually – but
Rose quite likes the luxury life Leo leads.

|

By Coen de Kort
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
15 years and up
Theme: family, foster care, crime
152 pages
32.500 words

• The sixth novel by bestselling YA author Kaat De
Kock – a nerve-wracking thriller!
• Eva sees all certainties in life crumble before her
eyes: is this creepy guy really her dad? And what
happened to her when she was a baby?
• Profoundly questions crucial topics such as family,
parents, legacy

What a creepy guy! Eva thinks when she sees him for the first time. But
pretty soon she forgets about him. Her job and the rehearsals for theatre
are taking up all her time and attention. Until the strange man turns up
again. And again. And again. When Eva finally approaches him, the man
claims that her life is a lie and that he is her real dad. And then things
get really creepy.

By Kaat De Kock
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
15 years and up
Theme: family, secrets
152 pages
31.200 words
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| 14 YEARS AND UP

15 YEARS AND UP

AND THEN CAME TIMOTHY

Clavis Young Adult  

NOMAD

By the same author

By the same author

Jordi

Enigma. The Secret of the Kraken
63.600 words

• A coming of age about (in)justice, music,
special friendships and important decisions,
for young adults
• Shows how taking care of a foster child can
change the dynamics of a family both in a
difficult and hopeful way.
• Jordi is accused of plagiarism! Can he show
the world who he really is?

Jordi is stuck. He’s a talented musician but the expectations and the performances weigh heavy on him. When his parents welcome a fourteen-year-old
foster child into their home, a boy who has dealt with a lot of bad luck in his
life, Jordi focuses all his attention on him. Jordi wants to do his own thing,
but an issue of plagiarism and some nasty gossip about him get in the way.

|

By Jacques Brooijmans
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
14 years and up
Theme: foster care, friendship, coming of age
304 pages

• Intriguing speculative fiction in an exotic and far
but recognizable future, for young adults
• About traveling to other planets, colonization and
a toxic relationship between two people who are
condemned to each other
• Written by futurologist and well-known adult thriller
writer Guido Eekhaut

Aristid is a boy from the desert. He has never known anything but the
hard life under the sun. Until he is taken in tow by Anxil, a condemned but
escaped lady. She enjoys the boy’s ingenuity and passion, but also keeps
her own goal in mind. And in the end a devilish plot appears to be hidden
behind everything, in which both Anxil and Aristide have to play their part.

By Guido Eekhaut
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
15 years and up
Theme: the future, space travel, relationships
232 pages
59.300 words
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